Medbot-Medical Diagnosis System using Artificial Intelligence
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION: One of the fastest developing technologies in the present world is the Virtual assistants. These assistants could manage with the medical-related tasks and helps both the providers as well as the patients. Through Artificial Intelligence, users can communicate through voice or text interface with the chatbot and also receive responses based on that. Basically, a chatbot can converse with a real person.

OBJECTIVES: In this paper, a chatbot named Medbot stands for Medical Diagnosis System using Artificial Intelligence mainly focusing of skin and eye related problems.

METHODS: The Medbot helps in connecting the available patients, make their appointments, helps in finding the specialized person and provide them access to get the accurate treatment.

RESULTS: This Medbot helps in providing healthcare support online for 24×7 and it also responds to common and precise questions.

CONCLUSION: It helps in generating the leads and forwarding them to the sales automatically. By querying the patients sequentially, it guides them with the problem they are facing with.
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1. Introduction

A malignant tumor quickly grows up and expands through typical brain regions. This is also called as brain cancer usually develops quickly, and sometimes invades stable brain regions or crowds. Such tumors often drain a regular brain's blood supply. Benign level brain tumors did not include tumor cells, and appear to develop gradually. Malignant level brain tumors split into two types: one is primary, another one is metastatic. Primary type brain tumors fire up within the skull. As tumor cells found anywhere in the body break apart and migrate into the brain, a metastatic tumor is created. Metastatic level brain tumors are often malignant. Mainly brain tumors are categorized according to the origin of the tumor, the amount of tissue affected, whether it is benign or malignant type, among other factors [1] [2] and now, the medical bot technology is gaining traction in health care, where it serves patients and providers helping to execute myriad tasks. Through Artificial Intelligence, users can communicate through voice or text interface with the chatbot and also receive responses based on that. Basically, a chatbot can converse with a real person. In this paper, a chatbot named Medbot stands for Medical Diagnosis System using Artificial Intelligence mainly focusing of skin and eye related problems. The Medbot helps in connecting the available patients, make their appointments, helps in finding the specialized person and provide them access to get the accurate treatment. Clinicians can also use chatbots to retrieve quickly and easily information related to drug relations and side effects. These chatbots question patients and compare answers to cases with their medical database. For these reasons, the accessibility of chatbots in healthcare system is relevant and more accessible. We have developed our Medbot using PHP and MySQL with WAMP server. One of the nice things about a chatbot is that it is so accessible that you can use it...
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Chatbots also provide improved access to healthcare by delivering advice or counselling remotely at lower costs. This could ease the burden on medical professionals. The most commonly employed algorithm for medbot is the random forest; it is one of the important model of classification that is able to classify the image with high precision. Random forest is a ensemble model that performs both classification and regression. So it is called as ensemble random forest (ERF). In training, number of decision trees is used; in output class, individual trees produce the class output. Combination of tree predictors is called as random forest. The basic principle of random forest is combining the week learners together to strong learner.

2. Objectives

The modern digital imaging systems helps in providing high-resolution images, which could be very useful in handling the clinical situations when compared to the conventional systems. Sliding window strategy is utilized in computing the Pitiful qualities. For any Dismal qualities for the adjoining obstructs in the left picture, the square areas in the left picture are moved by one pixel in the flat heading [3].

For any two nearby squares in the left picture is same with the correct picture then the entire computation of condition (2) ought to be subtracted from the Pitiful estimation of furthest left pixels and increase the value of the furthest right pixels to the past Tragic esteem [4]. For this situation, the request of figuring Dismal is changed. The Tragic estimations of all aberrations for a square in the left picture are determined [5] [6].

3. Methods

Considering the difficulties of the previously existing technology, initial analysis is done after which the whole activity will be computerized. The Medbot system had been proposed in this paper that focuses on the skin as well as the eye problems [7] [8]. The system proposed hereby could be accessed only by the User and the Admin. These two entities need to login the application with the valuable credentials to get access with the android system as represented in figure 1. Each tasks and module will be managed and accessed accurately once the Admin makes a successful login. The tasks performed by the admin includes login, arrange questions and answers, view the users, update hospital details and also update available doctors’ details [9-13]. User needs to register to get credentials and after getting credentials they can view the webpage, view hospital details, view available doctors.

3.1. Modules and Description

The proposed system contains the following modules:
- Home Page Module
- Admin Login Module
- User Login Module

![Figure 1:](image)

**Home Page Module**

Home page module is the first page where admin and user interact with the chatbot. This module contains tags such as about us, contact us, admin login and user login.
About us: About us explains and gives a clarity to the user about the chatbot and how does it is useful to solve their health issues.

Contact us: Contact us consist of name, phone number, and email id of the administrators of the website. Users can contact the administrators using these details.

Admin login: This is the login page for the admin to manage the chatbot. The operations of the admin are explained in admin login module.

User login: This is the login page for the user to login to the chatbot and chat with the chatbot and solve their health issues. The detailed operations of user are explained in user login module.

Admin Login Module
Login: Admin can login by using credentials.
Manage Questions & Answers: Admin can arrange questions and answers.
View Users: Admin can see the details of the user who has used the chatbot.
Manage Hospital Details: Admin can add, update, and delete hospital details into the chatbot.
Manage Doctor Details: Admin can add, update, and delete details of available doctor into the chatbot.

User Login Module
Logins used by websites, computer applications, and mobile apps, are a security measure designed to prevent unauthorized access.
Registration: User needs to register to get credentials.
Login: User can login using credentials
Homepage: User can view the webpage
Hospital Details: User can see the hospital details
Doctor Details: User can view the available doctors.
Chat with Bot: User can chat with both regarding the query and solve their health issues.

4. Results

In this paper, we have described a Medbot system that was designed to support patients and health professionals exclusively for eye and skin problems. Patient’s perceptions regarding enjoyment and attachment bond with the medbot are also found to be good. Table 1 and 2 shows the sample eye diseases and skin diseases with symptoms and suggestions respectively.

Table 1. Eye diseases with symptoms and suggestions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Blur and no proper vision</td>
<td>Cataracts</td>
<td>Use Lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Loss of vision and red spots</td>
<td>CMV Retinitis</td>
<td>Injections and intravenous medicines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unsymmetrical eyes</td>
<td>Crossed eyes</td>
<td>Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dryness of eyes</td>
<td>Eyelid twitching</td>
<td>Facial injections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Severe eye pain</td>
<td>Glaucoma</td>
<td>Surgery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Skin diseases with symptoms and suggestions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Itching and small spots</td>
<td>Scabies</td>
<td>Permethrin Cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Round red wound</td>
<td>Ring worm</td>
<td>Ring guard ointment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Red spots</td>
<td>Acne</td>
<td>Bexovox cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Thick and Clustered skin</td>
<td>Actinic Keratosis</td>
<td>Fluorourcill Cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yellow or White scaly patches</td>
<td>Eczema</td>
<td>Propysgnta NF Cream</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The hospital details and screenshots to solve various eye and skin problems is given in Figures 2,3 and 4 by chatting with our Medbot.
Figure 2. Hospital details in Medbot

Figure 3. Chatting with Medbot
Precise brain tumor detection is a crucial consideration for physicians to handle. For diagnostic imaging, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) performs a significant function compared with other imaging methods. Accurate Brain tumor analysis from anMRI image by doctor is dependent on his experience. For this reason, we propose a technique which diagnosis the brain tumor automatically in easy and effective manner. In this paper, we have described a Medbot system that was designed to support patients and health professionals exclusively for eye and skin problems. Patient’s perceptions regarding enjoyment and attachment bond with the medbot are also found to be good. In our future work, we will assess additional measures and possible outcomes through our Medbot system.
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